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Quotidiano

Lanificio Luigi Colombo



Il Sole  24 Ore    15-04-2013 
 
The Borgosesia company finished 2012 with a turnover of 70 Million euros this is a record year for 
Lanificio Colombo. 
 
As Mr Roberto Colombo admistrative director quotes “for cashmere we have repeated the success 
of 1994. 
 
Giulia Crivelli 
 
There is no resentment or words of revenge in the words of Roberto Colombo, energetic and 
passionate entrepreneur  who leads the woolen mill founded by his father Luigi at the end of the 
60's. 
There's much pride in this achievement, however ”for many years we heard said that the fabric 
industry in Italy was a sector that had reached full maturity and therefore would be destined for a 
slow death and those like us who continued to believe in our trade, would face an ugly surprise as 
Colombo explains, the fabric industry is mature no one can deny this. 
But this doesn't negate the fact that as a sector it is  without future, indeed, especially as we have 
done ,if one maintains an extremely  high quality in our products  and if one continues to invest in 
research and innovation of products and also the training of our people. 
Then certainly one can diversify in the development of finished goods, that award us higher 
margins than just with the production of fabrics. 
We have also done this with some discreet success ,but our heart continues to beat for our fabric 
division and since the end of 2012 our efforts and passion have been repaid” 
Lanificio Colombo sells cashmere fabrics that have increased dramatically by 100% and other 
noble fibred fabrics by 50%. If  2013 continues with this growth pattern we will have achieved 500 
thousand meters of cashmere fabrics, an amount that equals that of 1994, that was a record year for 
us. 
“Thanks to Japan, that was at the height of its economic boom also thanks to the devaluation of the 
lira at the time was favourable for Italian companies that exported large volume at that time, as our 
woollen mill did” 
This explosion in demand explains partly the resiliance of the luxury manufacturing sector 
(according to Bain as an example in 2013 there will be an increase of 10% in worldwide 
consumption)and partly, precisly Colombo, with the strong demand from China. 
“Speaking with our customers I understood that the Chinese consumer has really come to 
understand and really appreciate luxury goods: they don't only look for the logo ,they generally and 
overall ask for the highest  quality in everything, from fabrics to finishing. 
At the top Roberto Colombo son of founder Luigi as the leader of the design team. 
We shouldn't be surprised: it's true they had communism, but it is also true that before this in China 
there was three thousand years of history and culture, also in fabric production. No regime can 
cancel such an important heritage similar to this,. 
In 2013 the  woolen mill of Borgosesia (Vercelli)continues to invest in research and development up 
to 6% of turnover and is continuing to strenghten the network of monobrand stores. 
The finished product segment of the business absorbs 30% of revenues and Colombo is happy about 
this: ”our boutiques in Milan Porto Cervo and Korea  are performing very well and in June we open 
a new boutique in Rome”. 
“We are however in no rush, we are still learning a metier that is now added to that of fabric 
manufacturer of fabrics. 
I hope however that our politicians come to realize very quickly that our textile industry needs 
foreign investment especially from France firstly, defending our industry should be everybodies 
priority and not just entrepreneurs like myself who regularly are left to get on with things on our 
own. 


